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A pleasing feature of Stojan's return Is that he reveals himself by
singing a little allegorical ditty:
4 By her dear nest watched the pretty swallow,
truly watched it till nine years were ended,
but this morning she begins to rend it;
comes a-guesting here a grey-green falcon
from the high seat of the honoured sultan,
and he wills not that the nest be scattered/
In the treatment of crimes the Yugoslav poets have maintained
generally the discretion of the best periods. They speak of typical
horrors rather than of the Newgate Calendar. One such, entitled
Woeful Janja (Karadzic, i. 668), has spread as far as Czechoslovakia,
where it is entitled The Robber's Bride. A special feature of Balkan
poetry is the record of Turkish extortions. On one occasion a
couple of tax-gatherers are shown as trying to collect poll-tax from
a cock, on the ground that the cock is probably a Christian. The
Sale of Bogdarfs Wife uses this motif of extortion for preamble to
the tale of the man who sold his wife to one who proved to be her
brother (cf. Politis 86 a). How Turk preys on Turk is shown in
Asanaga's Palace (Erlangen 142).
There are the usual surprising recognitions, as when the queen
recognizes in her slave her brother. A feminine bandit, who had at
last been reduced to enter a pasha's harem, rebukes the other
women for their wantonness, and Old (2eivan*s Zlatija (£>urics vii.
4) is a good ballad of the girl who went to war.
What has been said of the ballads of Yugoslavia is generally true
of those of Bulgaria, though with some differences of detail. The
collection brought together by the Miladinov brothers closely
resembles in style and content the Hercegovinian ballads of the
Erlangen manuscript. There is the same absence of the nobler and
more archaic poetry of the Montenegrins, the same prominence of
Marko Kraljevic in his more novelesque appearances, the same
weakness in history. In the Miladinov collection there are
variants of The Founding of Ravanica and Dusan's Wedding, the
latter transferred to the Bulgarian Tsar Sisman (47, 57), who has
another ballad also to his credit. It is not impossible that in some
such case the Bulgarian form may be older. Eight ballads prove
that the Bulgar interest in medieval Hungary was as keen as the
Serbian, and that John Hunyadi and Matthias Corvinus were their
typical heroes. But there is no solid core of ballads definitely

